Despite the coronavirus pandemics that affected virtually all countries across the world, the hope is not a reliable tool. There is an English saying: “Hope is for the unhappy”. Conceptually, this is both a difficult and an interesting task. Russia is critically dependent on imports of pharmaceutical ingredients. What will the Russian pharmaceutical industry look like?
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What will the Russian pharmaceutical industry look like?
The pandemic has demonstrated the flaws in the global division of labour. It has virtually devolved the very idea of globalization in the area of production. The need to enforce isolation at the national level has engendered the established relations as they concern provision of pharmaceutical production with raw materials. High concentration of API production facilities in China and India proved to be a golden rule for many years. Foreign manufacturers are creating strategic stocks of pharmaceuticals, primarily, for the population in their own countries. As far as the production management process is concerned, special attention is given to the issues of employees safety and health. This has required both additional sanitary and epidemiologic measures and certain logistical restrictions. The humanity proved to be ill prepared for this situation. The living and working conditions changed within days. Despite the coronavirus pandemics that affected virtually all countries across the world, the hope is not a reliable tool. There is an English saying: “Hope is for the unhappy”. Conceptually, this is both a difficult and an interesting task. Russia is critically dependent on imports of pharmaceutical ingredients. What will the Russian pharmaceutical industry look like?
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